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Acta Conventus Neo-Latini Torontonensis
Hermes Edizioni
By the New York Times bestselling author of
The Bone Clocks | Shortlisted for the Man
Booker Prize A postmodern visionary and one
of the leading voices in twenty-first-
century fiction, David Mitchell combines
flat-out adventure, a Nabokovian love of
puzzles, a keen eye for character, and a
taste for mind-bending, philosophical and
scientific speculation in the tradition of
Umberto Eco, Haruki Murakami, and Philip K.
Dick. The result is brilliantly original
fiction as profound as it is playful. In
this groundbreaking novel, an influential
favorite among a new generation of writers,
Mitchell explores with daring artistry
fundamental questions of reality and
identity. Cloud Atlas begins in 1850 with
Adam Ewing, an American notary voyaging
from the Chatham Isles to his home in
California. Along the way, Ewing is
befriended by a physician, Dr. Goose, who
begins to treat him for a rare species of
brain parasite. . . . Abruptly, the action
jumps to Belgium in 1931, where Robert
Frobisher, a disinherited bisexual
composer, contrives his way into the
household of an infirm maestro who has a
beguiling wife and a nubile daughter. . . .
From there we jump to the West Coast in the
1970s and a troubled reporter named Luisa
Rey, who stumbles upon a web of corporate
greed and murder that threatens to claim
her life. . . . And onward, with dazzling
virtuosity, to an inglorious present-day
England; to a Korean superstate of the near
future where neocapitalism has run amok;
and, finally, to a postapocalyptic Iron Age
Hawaii in the last days of history. But the
story doesn’t end even there. The narrative
then boomerangs back through centuries and
space, returning by the same route, in
reverse, to its starting point. Along the
way, Mitchell reveals how his disparate
characters connect, how their fates
intertwine, and how their souls drift
across time like clouds across the sky. As
wild as a videogame, as mysterious as a Zen
koan, Cloud Atlas is an unforgettable tour
de force that, like its incomparable
author, has transcended its cult classic
status to become a worldwide phenomenon.
The Long, Long Life of Trees FEB Editora
Writing & Art inspired by Nancy Drew from 97 contributors
around the world -- from A to Z: Kathleen Aguero, Kimmy Alan,
E. Kristin Anderson, Amanda Arkebauer, Roberta Beary, Sujoy
Bhattacharya, Julie E. Bloemeke, Steve Bogdaniec, Anne Born,
Tanya Bryan, Kathy Burkett, Bill Capossere, Sylvia Cavanaugh,
Tricia Marcella Cimera, Ellen Cohen, Christine Collier, Linda
Crosfield, Ashini J. Desai, Kristina England, Paul Fericano, Jennifer
Finstrom, Jennifer Fisher, Deirdre Flint, Lea Shangraw Fox, Linda
McCauley Freeman, Shivapriya Ganapathy, Erica Gerald Mason,
Vijaya Gowrisankar, Geosi Gyasi, Maureen Hadzick-Spisak,
Kathleen M. Heideman, Jennifer Hernandez, Kathleen Hogan,
Juleigh Howard-Hobson, Mark Hudson, Mathias Jansson, Alice-
Catherine Jennings, Jessie Keary, Elizabeth Kerper, Phyllis Klein,
Tricia Knoll, Laurie Kolp, Jennifer Lagier, Kathleen Lawrence,
Jenna Le, Joan Leotta, Kristie Betts Letter, Lorette C. Luzajic,
Marieta Maglas, Ksenya Makarova, Shahe Mankerian, Susan
Martinello, Karen Massey, Cathy McArthur, Nancy McCabe,
Catfish McDaris, Patricia McGoldrick, Michelle McMillan-
Holifield, Carolina Morales, Lylanne Musselman, Kaitlynn Nichol,

Sarah Nichols, Faye Pantazopoulos, Lee Parpart, Stephanie R.
Pearmain, James Penha, David Perlmutter, Robert Perret, Anna
Pesnell, Jessica Purdy, Cynthia Todd Quam, Patrick T. Reardon,
Nancy Reddy, Luisa Kay Reyes, Jeannie E. Roberts, Stephen D.
Rogers, M.A. Scott, Shloka Shankar, Sheikha A., Sogol Shirazi,
Donna JT Smith, Hilary A. Smith, Massimo Soranzio, Elizabeth
Stark, Virginia Chase Sutton, Dorothy Swoope, Shrehya Taneja,
Marjorie Tesser, Marion Tickner, Melanie Villines, Sarah Broussard
Weaver, Mercedes Webb-Pullman, A. Garnett Weiss, Lin
Whitehouse, Martin Willitts Jr, Marilyn Zelke-Windau."
Alice in Wonderland Anthology: A Collection of Poetry &
Prose Inspired by Lewis Carroll's Book U of Nebraska
Press
The Soils of Italy is the first comprehensive book on
Italian pedology in seventy years. Taking advantage of
the authors’ large experience and of the most up-to-
date information and technology, this book treats the
main soil types of Italy, their diffusion, their functions,
ecological use, and the threats to which they are
subjected during centuries of intensive management. It
also deals with future scenarios of the relationships
between soil science and other disciplines, such as
urban development, medicine, economics, sociology, and
archaeology. The description of the soils is accompanied
by a complete set of data, pictures and maps, including
benchmark profiles. Factors of soil formation are also
treated, making use of new, unpublished data and
elaborations. The book also includes a history of
pedological research in Italy, spanning over a century.
Italian Conversation-grammar, A New And Practical
Method Of Learning The Italian Language. Key Penguin
The year is 2021. No child has been born for twenty-five years.
The human race faces extinction. Under the despotic rule of
Xan Lyppiat, the Warden of England, the old are despairing
and the young cruel. Theo Faren, a cousin of the Warden, lives
a solitary life in this ominous atmosphere. That is, until a
chance encounter with a young woman leads him into contact
with a group of dissenters. Suddenly his life is changed
irrevocably as he faces agonising choices which could affect
the future of mankind. NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE
Human Geography; an Attempt at a Positive Classification,
Principles and Examples Cambridge University Press
Rarely accessible beyond the limits of its people, Ojibway
mythology is as rich in meaning and mystery, as broad, as deep,
and as innately appealing as the mythologies of Greece, Rome,
Egypt, and other civilizations. In Ojibway Heritage, Basil
Johnston sets forth the broad spectrum of his people’s life,
legends, and beliefs. Stories to be read, enjoyed, dwelt on, and
freely interpreted, their authorship is perhaps most properly
attributed to the tribal storytellers who have carried on the oral
tradition which Basil Johnston records and preserves in this
book.
ND ANTHOLOGY Springer Science & Business Media
Silver Birch Press decided to celebrate the year 2015 by asking 15
poets to each contribute 15 pages of poetry to a chapbook collection,
which we've entitled IDES (released on the ides of October 2015).
The result is a diverse mix of poetry by authors from coast to coast.
Our poets hail from California, Florida, Illinois, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, the Carolinas, and Texas-
with one from Canada. Featured poets include: Jeffrey C. Alfier,
Tobi Alfier, Carol Berg, Ana Maria Caballero, Jennifer Finstrom,
Joanie Hieger Fritz Zosike, Robin Dawn Hudechek, Sonja Johanson,
Ellaraine Lockie, Daniel McGinn, Robert Okaji, Glenis Redmond,
Daniel Romo, Thomas R. Thomas, and A. Garnett Weiss.
The Complete Golden Dawn System of Magic Yale University Press
Pre-modern critical interactions of nature and society can best be
studied during the so-called "Crisis of the 14th Century". While
historiography has long ignored the environmental framing of
historcial processes and scientists have over-emphasized nature's
impact on the course of human history, this volume tries to describe
the at times complex modes of the late-medieval relationship of man
and nature. The idea of 'teleconnection', borrowed from the
geosciences, describes the influence of atmospheric circulation
patterns often over long distances. It seems that there were
'teleconnections' in society, too. So this volumes aims to examine
man-environment interactions mainly in the 14th century from all
over Europe and beyond. It integrates contributions from different
disciplines on impact, perception and reaction of environmental
change and natural extreme events on late Medieval societies. For
humanists from all historical disciplines it offers an approach how to
integrate written and even scientific evidence on environmental
change in established and new fields of historical research. For
scientists it demonstrates the contributions scholars from the
humanities can provide for discussion on past environmental
changes.

Hobbes and Galileo: Method, Matter and the Science of Motion
Springer Nature
The Billionaire Boys Club is a secret society of six men who
have vowed success – at any cost. Not all of them are old
money, but all of them are incredibly wealthy. They’re just not
always as successful when it comes to love… Billionaire Logan
Hawkings needs a vacation. He’s had a rough time after the
death of his father and the betrayal of his fiancée. But with a
visit to a recent business acquisition—a private island resort in
the Bahamas—he has a chance to mend his broken heart. When a
hurricane blows in, a misplaced passport and a stalled elevator
bring Logan together with an unusual woman named Bronte.
She’s unlike anyone he’s ever met—down to earth, incredibly
sensual, and even quotes Plato. She also has no clue that he’s
rich… Bronte Dawson, a waitress from the Midwest, is stranded
with the hotel’s domineering yet sexy manager Logan. What’s
the harm in a little fling when it’s just the two of them, alone in
paradise? But after several steamy island nights in Logan’s
arms, Bronte’s ready to give her heart—and her body—to the man
in charge. But she soon discovers there’s more to Logan than
he’s told her…a billion times more. Now, Bronte’s caught in a
whirlwind affair with one of the world’s most powerful men.
But can their love endure their differences or will it all just blow
over? Love. Sex. Money. Want more? Look out for the next
steamy title in the Billionaire Boys Club series from Jessica
Clare, coming from InterMix.
INSEGNAMENTI DI SILVER BIRCH Vintage Canada
Sì, è necessario continuare a diffondere gli insegnamenti dello
Spiritualismo, anche in Italia. Nel corso dei secoli, lo
Spiritualismo è sempre stato ostacolato, eppure, con definizioni
diverse da quella di oggi, è il movimento più antico conosciuto
nel mondo; è sempre la stessa forza dello Spirito che è in
funzione. La comunicazione fra i due mondi viene portata avanti
in obbedienza alle leggi di Dio. La filosofia degli insegnamenti
che troverete in questo libro, rivela una conoscenza vera del
concetto di Dio, che non ha bisogno di intermediari come le
chiese e la teologia. Rivelano il legame della medianità con Dio;
ci riportano gli unici strumenti che servono per ragionare sulla
religiosità. La dimostrazione che la vita è eterna, che lo spirito,
l’anima, sono immortali, come ci dimostra la medianità, ha lo
scopo di riportarci all’autentica conoscenza di Dio, come già
fece Gesù Cristo. L’insegnamento di Cristo è stato perso, in
molti dei suoi aspetti, proprio dalla teologia e dalle chiese. Gli
insegnamenti dello Spiritualismo ci portano a comprendere
perché la medianità sia un dono sacro al servizio di Dio, sempre,
che non ha il solo scopo di dimostrarci che la vita è eterna, ma ci
porta alla conoscenza che tutto è in comunione con Dio; tutti
siamo parte dello Spirito Infinito di Dio. È disponibile il libro
con testo inglese e traduzione in italiano.
TEACHINGS OF SILVER BIRCH Dedizione editrice
This commentary on the Bhagavad Gita, the daily scripture for over 1
billion people, is designed to unlock its depthless wisdom with
striking clarity and focus for a modern audience.
The Children of Men Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG
Poetry, short stories, novel excerpts, essays, and memoirs that
revolve around the many and varied connotations of the word
"green" -- nature, luck, money, envy, young love, new life, the
environment, food, trees, seasons, water, eden, and much more
-- from over 70 authors in the U.S., U.K., Canada, Europe, and
Africa. Contributors include: Barbara Alfaro / Jena Ardell / L.
Frank Baum / William Blake / Al Basile / Jane Buel Bradley /
John Brantingham / Jessica Brown / Rachel Carey / Chris
Davidson / Patrick Delaney / Colleen Delegan / Philip K. Dick /
Barbara Eknoian / Dan Fante / Merrill Farnsworth / Syed Afzal
Haider / Joe Hakim / Henry VIII / Donna Hilbert / Gaia Holmes
/ Gerard Manley Hopkins / Zack Hunter / Rodger Jacobs / James
Joyce / Michael C. Keith / Erle Kelly / Ruth Moon Kempher /
Thom Kudla / Steve Kuhn / Moriah LaChapell / LeeAnne
McIlroy Langton / Ellaraine Lockie / Gerald Locklin / Amy
Lowell / Sandylee Maccoby / Tamara Madison / Marc Malandra
/ Karen Margolis / Clint Margrave / Andrew Marvell / Daniel
McGinn / Lori McGinn / Marcia Meara / Jack Micheline /
Benjamin Myers / Brooke Nia / Jax NTP / Ivon Prefontaine /
Jonne Rhodes / Conrad Romo / Luke Salazar / Tere Sievers /
Joan Jobe Smith / Clifton Snider / Dale Sprowl / Kendall Steinle
/ Tate Swindell / Paul Kareem Tayyar / G. Murray Thomas / Jeri
Thompson / Margaret Towner / Mary Umans / Dirk Velvet /
Philip Vermaas / Melanie Villines / Kurt Vonnegut / Fred Voss /
Bruce Weigl / Tim Wells / Pamela Miller Wood / Eddie Woods
The Accademia Del Cimento and Its European Context Arizona
Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies (ACMRS)
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"Poetry, short stories, memoirs, book excerpts, and essays about
Charles Bukowski as well as portraits of the author from over 75
friends and admirers around the world."--P. [4] of cover.
Stranded with a Billionaire Science History Publications/USA
An environmental history of the mountain areas of Turkey,
Greece, Italy, Spain, and Morocco.
Guide to Microforms in Print Dedizione editrice
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it. This work is in the "public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
The teachings of Silver Birch-Gli insegnamenti di Silver
Birch Edizioni Mediterranee
A Collection of Writing, Art & Photography Inspired by Lewis
Carroll's Book -- in black and white. Contributors include: Mary
Jo Bang, Virginia Barrett, Sabina C. Becker, Roxanna Bennett,
Rebecca Bokma, Ed Bremson, Kari Bruck, Cathy Bryant, Kathy
Burkett Julia Margaret Cameron, Lewis Carroll, Maureen E.
Doallas, Kallie Falandays, Nettie Farris, Jamie Feldman,
Jennifer Finstrom, Jackie Fox, Kristin Geber, Sandra Herman,
Joanie Hieger Fritz Zosike, Trish Hopkinson, Valerie Hunter,
Tatiana Ianovskaia, Justin Jackley, Mathias Jansson Laura M.
Kaminski, Kevin Korb, Jo Anna Elizabeth Larson, Ae Hee Lee,
Renee Mallett, Char March, Alwyn Marriage, Karen Massey,
Kim Naboshek, Michael O'Connor, Donatella Parisini, Erin
Parker, Marybeth Rua-Larsen, Jayme Russell, Rizwan Saleem,
Albert Schlaht, Anita Schmaltz, Elvis Schmoulianoff, Dustin
Scott, Shloka Shankar, Sheikha A., M.M. Shelline, A.E.
Stallings, Katarina Stanic, William Stok, Wendy Strohm, Robyn
Sykes, Eileen Tai, Christina Tam, John Tenniel, Pablo
Valcarcel, Amy Schreibman Walter, Lynn White, Martin
Willitts Jr, Rachelle Wood, Andrew Woodham, Emily Yu.
Roadside Songs of Tuscany Hermes Edizioni
The Special Black Edition includes a new Foreword by noted occultist
David Cherubim as well as new material by S. Jason Black and Lon Milo
DuQuette and Dr. Jack Willis and Christopher Andrew Fleites of the OTO.
Every book is unique and one of a kind each containing a different Hebrew
Letter. This is the master compilation of the magical teachings of the
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn of which Israel Regardie was an
initiated Adept. The material in this book is a highly improved version of
the ground breaking material in the four-volume set by Dr. Regardie that
revolutionized the Occult world in the late 1930s. It includes the Order's
instructions in Ritual Magic, Invocation, Tarot, Qabalah, Enochian,
Astrology, Esoteric Doctrine and more, along with the Order's Initiation
Rituals.This new edition includes a Foreword by the great David
Cherubim. It also includes a complete Index and detailed Table of
Contents, compiled by James Strain, to assist readers in their Golden Dawn
studies as well as new material by Chic and Tabatha Cicero.This is a
massive and beautiful hardcover book and includes copious illustrations
with several in full color, each book contains a different Hebrew letter.
Limited to only 22 copies.
Sentiero di luce... l'«uno». I messaggi di «Silver Birch» Legare
Street Press
This book presents a description of the human being after
discarnation and demonstrates that, in the Beyond, the mental state of
spirits directly impacts their existence there. In 26 chapters, it tells
the story of real characters who receive the help of spirit friends upon
discarnating. These friends encourage them to renew themselves
spiritually through study and work in order to prepare to review and
untangle the meaning of the lives they have just finished, thereby
enabling them to pursue a more constructive course of behavior for
their future. It teaches us to examine our lives continually, knowing
that, according to the laws of God, life does in fact go on, full of
hope and effort, progress and accomplishment after death.
The Crisis of the 14th Century Legare Street Press
Yes, it is necessary to keep on spreading the teachings of Spiritualism,
even in Italy. Throughout the centuries Spiritualism has always been
hindered, yet, with different definitions from the one we use today, it is the
oldest movement known in the world; it is always the same force of the
Spirit that is in operation. The philosophy of teachings like the ones you
will find in this book, reveals a true knowledge of the concept of God, one
that does not need intermediaries like churches or theology. It reveals the
bond of mediumship with God; it brings back to us the instruments we
need to reason on religiosity. The demonstration mediumship gives us that
life is eternal, that the spirit and the soul are immortal, has the purpose of
bringing us back to the authentic knowledge of God, as Jesus already did.
But Jesus Christ’s teaching has been lost, in many of its aspects, by
churches and by theology themselves. The teachings of Spiritualism lead
us to understand why each form of mediumship is a sacred gift at God’s
service, always, whose purpose is not only to prove us that life is eternal,
but also to make us aware that everything is in communion with God; we
are all part of the infinite Spirit of God. The book is available with English
text and Italian translation.
Perché la vita è così. La vita spiegata attraverso gli insegnamenti
dell'alta medianità Vintage Canada
Yes, it is necessary to keep on spreading the teachings of Spiritualism,
even in Italy. Throughout the centuries Spiritualism has always been
hindered, yet, with different definitions from the one we use today, it is the
oldest movement known in the world; it is always the same force of the
Spirit that is in operation. The philosophy of teachings like the ones you
will find in this book, reveals a true knowledge of the concept of God, one
that does not need intermediaries like churches or theology. It reveals the

bond of mediumship with God; it brings back to us the instruments we need
to reason on religiosity. The demonstration mediumship gives us that life is
eternal, that the spirit and the soul are immortal, has the purpose of bringing
us back to the authentic knowledge of God, as Jesus already did. But Jesus
Christ’s teaching has been lost, in many of its aspects, by churches and by
theology themselves. The teachings of Spiritualism lead us to understand
why each form of mediumship is a sacred gift at God’s service, always,
whose purpose is not only to prove us that life is eternal, but also to make
us aware that everything is in communion with God; we are all part of the
infinite Spirit of God. The book is available with English text and Italian
translation.

Ojibway Ceremonies McClelland & Stewart
The Ojibway Indians were first encountered by the French early
in the seventeenth century along the northern shores of Lakes
Huron and Superior. By the time Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
immortalized them in The Song of Hiawatha, theyøhad
dispersed over large areas of Canada and the United States,
becoming known as the Chippewas in the latter. A rare and
fascinating glimpse of Ojibway culture before its disruption by
the Europeans is provided in Ojibway Ceremonies by Basil
Johnston, himself an Ojibway who was born on the Parry Island
Indian Reserve. Johnston focuses on a young member of the
tribe and his development through participation in the many
rituals so important to the Ojibway way of life, from the
Naming Ceremony and the Vision Quest to the War Path, and
from the Marriage Ceremony to the Ritual of the Dead. In the
style of a tribal storyteller, Johnston preserves the attitudes and
beliefs of forest dwellers and hunters whose lives were vitalized
by a sense of the supernatural and of mystery.
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